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CoNNeCTioNs: Do CoNTempoRaRy Jewish 
CommuNiTies emboDy TRaDiTioNal TeaChiNgs?

by leah Kamionkowski

the Hebrew month of elul affords us an opportunity (and a gentle nudge) to look at our tradition while also 
looking within ourselves, as individuals, as a congregation, and as members of a larger community.

In August, Kol HaLev’s elul 
study sessions on “the ethics 
of community and belonging” 
provided the context in which to 
interact with our ancient texts. 
the texts spoke to us, and we 
responded with our contemporary 
sensibilities. 

We looked at what the tradition 
tells us are the obligations of 
a community to its members, 
as well as what members 
are obligated to do for the 
community. And at every step 
we looked into contemporary 

iN This issue

continued on page 10
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In lieu of writing a column for this month, I wanted to share the following open letter to the Pope from one of my 
teachers at Rabbinical School, Rabbi Art Green. This is one example of a ripple effect across religious traditions that 
I spoke about on Yom Kippur.  I’ll hope you’ll find it inspiring.

Rabbi Steve

happy New yeaR, youR holiNess
by rabbi Arthur Green

Dear Pope Francis,
I’m sure your much anticipated visit to the United States was not timed to coincide with our season of holy days, a 
time of personal renewal and return to God, all in celebration of the world’s creation. but we are delighted to share 
this special season with you, since  you are a religious teacher who so deeply appreciates its meaning. 

It is becoming increasingly clear that the most urgent task of religion in the 21st 
century  will be that of helping humanity to understand that we must change 
our attitude toward the natural world of which we are a part. Unless we come 
to see ourselves as responsible stewards of this planet and its resources, rather 
than their consumers, we will simply not survive. the changes in behavior 
that will be required of us, both as individuals and societies, are great. they 
will not be effective if they are simply imposed upon us from above, either by 
governmental fiat or international declaration. 

they must rather be changes of heart and mind, welling up from below and leading to a different and more modest 
way of living, a sense that we all share this beloved planet with one another and with all of God’s creatures, and that 
each must be given its due, including the spiritual traditions of all humanity, is the greatest key to that transformation 
of human hearts and minds.

Your recent encyclical Laudato Si’, “On care for Our common Home,” demonstrates your awareness of this and 
your readiness to turn the vast resources of the catholic church toward this purpose. I greet this document with great 
and humble gratitude.Your firm leadership on this issue will make a great difference to our world, hopefully opening 
the doorway to responsible action by political leaders who will follow your example. 

We, the Jewish people, “the fewest among all the nations” (Deut. 7:7), cannot sway so vast a population. Nor is 
our voice as united as that of your single church. Nevertheless, we share with you and with all others whose faith 
is rooted in the Abrahamic tradition a most important resource, one I would like to call to our collective attention, 
working together to make it useful in the great struggle that stands before us. I refer to our shared faith in the world’s 
creation, that which we celebrate in this season.
Judaism, christianity, and Islam all stand on our faith in God as creator. 

the seven day creation story of Genesis I, culminating in God’s sanctification of the Sabbath, is the tale of origins 
that helped to create and sustain Western civilization over more than 2500 years. While most of us no longer relate 
to that narrative literally, accepting that our world is many billions rather that 5776 years old, it remains a guide to 
our spiritual sense that the natural world is shaped by a divine hand or infused with divine presence. the Psalmist 

rabbinic corner rabbi steve segar

rabbi Steve is available to meet with Kol HaLev members on a range of issues by appointment on Monday, 
Wednesday, thursday and Friday mornings. contact him at 216-320-1498 or at rabbisteve@kolhalev.net.

continued on page 12

Pope Francis and Rabbi Arthur Green
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robyn novickhagiga happeNiNgs

hagiga aND Nesiyah sTaRT This moNTh!
Great things are happening in Youth and Family education! We are 
excited to share that Hagiga will kick-off on Saturday, October 
3 as we learn about our annual theme, embracing the Mosaic. this 
year, Hagiga will explore how the world is evolving in 5776 and 
look at how certain elements shape our lives and community from 
a Jewish perspective, as well as how we can affect the community 
positively. We will have many visitors from our community speak 
about the work they are doing to make this world a better place. We 
will then take our learnings and create projects for the betterment of 
our community. It is going to be a meaningful year looking at how 
Judaism appreciates and champions diversity.

We are starting the year on a celebratory note, with the Sukkot intergenerational celebration directly following 
the first day of Hagiga. We hope that you will join us for a potluck lunch and activities in the sukkah 
following Hagiga and services, including creating a communal art piece inspired by our annual theme. the 
finished product will be used in the sanctuary. We would love for you to help in this endeavor! 

Another exciting element of Youth and Family education is that the Nesiya program is beginning a new 
chapter this year! Nesiya, Kol HaLev’s award winning T’filah (Hebrew/prayer) program, is now entering 
into its fourth year and with each passing year, it has continued to evolve to meet the needs of our dynamic 
community, as well as grow and mature. 

For the past 3 years we have offered this creative, innovative and engaging program in a rather unique manner 
with different levels coming at different times so they could sometimes have individual classes, while other 
times interact with the larger group. this led to many transitions and relatively short individual lessons. As we 
have grown, and our curriculum has continued to encompass more elements, our desire for more contact time 
has led us to a new format. this year we will hold all the classes simultaneously, with all classes meeting on 
Sunday mornings from 10 a.m, to 12 p.m., which will allow for an hour of individual level class time, and an 
hour of communal programming each week. 

In order to do this we have hired another teacher. We welcome Larry Solomon who comes to us with a wealth 
of knowledge and experience educating on Hebrew, T’filah (prayer), reconstructionism and music. Jodi 
will continue in her role as lead teacher, Ilana will continue as a junior teacher in the classroom under Jodi’s 
guidance and rose will continue to assist in the classroom. nesiya will begin on Sunday, October 11.

Kol tuv,
robyn

P.S.  Have you registered your child for Hagiga and/or Nesiyah?  You'll find registration forms, along with the 
Youth education calendar and Handbook, on our website at kolhalev.net/hagiga and kolhalev.net/nesiya.

http://kolhalev.net/hagiga
http://kolhalev.net/nesiya
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phoTo galleRy:  builDiNg The suKKah, sepTembeR 27
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.
We send wishes for a refuah shleimah, a complete and speedy healing, to Abe chasin, deena epstein, Ron 
Kohn, Sam Kelman, ben lewis, marilyn litvene, Pauline Raymond, the Selker family, linda Sylte and 
Karly Whitaker and mira Whitaker-Kanner. We would love to hear from you if you or another Kol HaLev 
member you know of would like to be included on this list.
  
thanks to Andy getz, who was the September Monthly coordinator. During the month, members cooked and 
delivered meals, provided rides and sent cards. We thank all who extended themselves this month.

todah rabah, a big thank you, to the many of you who turned in Hesed cards during the High Holy Days. We are 
so appreciative and grateful for the response and will be sending our information in the next few weeks to help 
you sign up to receive future notices of Hesed needs in the community. We look forward to the increased reach and 
new energy that will result from your willingness to sign up. It is never too late, of course, to be part of the Hesed 
support at Kol HaLev. Please be in touch with Martha or robin if you are interested in getting involved.

We are planning several Hesed related events over the next several months that we invite you to 
attend. On Saturday, November 21, Martha and Robin will be leading a Hesed focused Shabbat 
service. If you have been personally touched, either as a recipient or as a supporter, and would 
like to share your thoughts, this would be a great opportunity. Please call or email us; we 
welcome your participation and contributions.

Early in 2016, we will be holding a couple of Lunch and Learn sessions focused on Jewish 
texts and teachings on Hesed in our tradition. We will also be focusing on sharing personal 
narratives within Kol HaLev and the role that Hesed support plays in making connections and 
building community. Watch future newsletters and Updates for exact dates.

If you wish to participate in the work of the Hesed committee, or if you know of anyone who may need the 
support of our committee, please contact rabbi Steve or robin Holzman (robinholzman@gmail.com) and Martha 
Schubert (marthaschubert@mac.com), Hesed co-chairs.

heseD

 Share your Simchas in Kol HaLev Kvells! 
Kol HaLev Kvells is a newsletter column for news 
of milestone birthdays & anniversaries, weddings, 
graduations, b'nai mitzvah & new grandchildren!

Send news and pictures to Lila Hanft at newsletter@kolhalev.net

mailto:robinholzman%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:marthaschubert%40mac.com?subject=
mailto:newsletter%40kolhalev.net?subject=
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halle baRNeTTFRom ouR pResiDeNT

gRaTeFul
todah rabah m'od to the entire Kol HaLev community for making the Days of Awe truly 
meaningful for one another. At the risk of redundancy, I am re-sharing my October, 2014 
column in appreciation of the zeitgeist!

Man I love this time of year. the shift in temperature, the way the leaves begin to blaze almost the moment the 
equinox tells them it’s time, the subtle changes in the smells of the earth, all hold my hand and walk me gently 
into a more contemplative state. that the Holy Days coincide is exactly right; nature conspires with our ritual 
rhythms to help us reflect and re-envision. Got the hint, thanks. I’ll get to work.

typically, Kol HaLev’s 2nd-day-of-rosh-Hashana experiential service is my favorite service of the year. 
Honestly, no matter who leads it, no matter the collateral used to focus the participants, I am truly renewed on 
purpose through that experience. Without that service to draw on this year, I was called to take a different kind of 
lead in creating the vehicle through which to aide in my reflection. 

So on Friday afternoon, I collected my journal (and several back-years’ worth of the tattered spiral notebooks in 
which I’ve talked with myself over the years) and headed to my favorite coffee shop, an environment where the 
people make the vibe, and where, regardless of who is there or why I am going, a connective experience always 
awaits. A place where it feels natural to chew on ideas, to reconstruct sensibilities, to stop time and reflect for a 
bit. (Sounds like somewhere else we all know ....) 

I was pleased to find tucked into the journals some handouts from 
several previous years’ experiential services. resources! Yeah, I keep a 
lot of stuff I think I might want to reference later, other people’s well-
articulated heart-and-mind-food. these pockets are pretty stuffed. but 
one never knows when the personal tank will need refueling, or what 
will do the trick.

Just having found these notes in my stash triggered a wave of gratitude. 
I actually yelled “yay!” out loud in the coffee shop! the opportunity 
to look at something differently – much like participants at last year’s 
experiential service were asked to look at the Akeyda story – gets me 
out of my own rut and gives me tools with which to shift my own vision. During this time of t’shuvah, when I 
often find I’m asking myself the same questions, that important “oh yeah” of another perspective helps me turn 
around what I am looking at and see it another way. 

the acceptance of (nay, even the delight in) my enthusiasm over this moment by my fellow coffee enjoyers 
amped my gratitude further. this is what it means to be in community! conduits for each other to the joys of life, 
big and little. Delightful coincidental teachers who reveal themselves to us if we are willing to open ourselves to 
them. radical acceptance of who we are in the weirdest of moments. 

thank you all for contributing to that feeling at Kol HaLev. thank you all for sharing yourselves with each other, 
this season and this year, for being each others’ conduits to joy, and to perspective. Wishing you all a very happy, 
healthy, sweet New Year. 

Thank you all for 
sharing yourselves with 
each other, this season 
and this year, for being 
each others’ conduits to 
joy, and to perspective. 
wishing you all a very 
happy, healthy, sweet 

New year.
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News aND aNNouNCemeNTs 

the Kol HaLev Leadership Development task 
Force was created about a year and a half ago 
to analyze the challenges and strengths of our 
current approach to leadership development 
and membership engagement, and then make 
recommendations for refinements in that approach. 

After an extensive process of dialogue and 
reflection, the task Force has a plan to move 
forward with these goals, the first stage of which 
involves convening two congregational meetings on 
the first two Sundays in November from 1-5 p.m.  
We’re hoping, between these two dates, to engage 
a broad cross-section of our community,  Our goal 
is to build a collective understanding of generative 
leadership practices from within our own 

community but also from members' experiences in 
other organizations,

each session will be a fun, fast-moving 
experience of interacting with your fellow 
congregants, talking about  your experiences 
and listening to the experiences of others as they 
pertain to vibrant leadership. We welcome you to 
have a voice in our leadership discussion!

JoiN iN a FuN, FasT-moviNg DisCussioN abouT leaDeRship

What:  Leadership Ideas exchange
When   Sunday Nov. 1, 1- 5 p.m. or

 Sunday Nov. 8, 1- 5 p.m.
Where: Nov. 1—cH-UH Library 

Nov. 8 —tbD

yahRzeiTs
 

Members of Kol HaLev will mark the following yahrzeits during the next month:

•	 charles Goldhirsh (Shyah) grandfather of Judi Dash
•	 Ida Golden grandmother of Nancy Hecht
•	 Jim Molyneaux father in law of Judi Dash
•	 Solomon epstein grandfather of barry epstein
•	 Virginia Geronimus great aunt of Miriam Geronimus
•	 bernard Stern father of Karal Stern
•	 James Stern brother of Karal Stern
•	 Lillian Schatz mother of Selma Gwatkin
•	 ruth rubel mother of Nancy rubel
•	 Alfred Weiss husband of eda Weiss
•	 David Lockshine father of robin Shell
•	 Leon Plevin husband of Gloria Plevin and father of Mimi Plevin- Foust
•	 Irene Weinberger (rachel) mother of Irwin Weinberger
•	 ben Yosowitz (beryl) father of elinor Friedman
•	 Mildred rosenberg mother of Sue biagianti
•	 Gwen Katz mother of barbara epstein
•	 elliott Warner (eleazer binyamin) husband of Audrey Warner

Kol HaLev members may include the yahrzeit of family members in KHL Happenings by submitting the name 
of the deceased, the relationship to the member, and the date of death, including the year, in either the secular 
or Jewish calendar to kelli@kolhalev.net. (Please specify whether you're observing the secular or the Hebrew 

yahrzeit date. You can find a calendar converter at http://www.hebcal.com/converter/).

They are now a part of us, as we remember them 

mailto:kelli%40kolhalev.net?subject=
http://www.hebcal.com/converter/
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the Kol HaLev board met at the home of Glenda Kupersmith on September 9, 2015

Youth and family education update:
education Director robyn Novick updated the board on changes in Nesiya, our Hebrew/tefillah program, which 
is entering its fourth year. Last year, Nesiya grew from 9 students to 17 students with a wide range of Hebrew 
experience, which created challenges for Nesiya's sole teacher, Jodi Solomon. to solve this problem, Jodi 
recruited a few Kol HaLev teens with advanced Hebrew/tefillah expertise to help manage class transitions and 
offer more individualized instruction.  

Jodi's position, funded by a grant from the Jewish education center of cleveland (Jecc), has encompassed 
both teaching and the creation of an outstanding curriculum that meets the varied needs of all the students. the 
curriculum now in place, YFe recommends that portion of Jecc grant be used to amplifying the teaching staff, 
and so Larry Solomon, an experienced Hebrew/Judaics educator in his own right, will join the Nesiya program 
as a second teacher. Ilana Solomon will continue as a "junior teacher" and rose Solomon will continue to assist, 
with support from Jecc's B'Tzelem program, which trains teen learning companions to work with students who 
would benefit from individual or small-group works. During the discussion, several board members who have 
helped with or have children in the Nesiya program shared positive experiences.

treasurer’s Report:
treasurer bruce Fallick reviewed the August 2015 treasurer’s summary and other materials sent in advance 
to board members. bruce and board member Kirby Date continue to work on preparing more user-friendly 
summaries and graphics to enhance board members’ knowledge and oversight of the budget. 

Net income was positive which is not unusual for this time of year prior to the High Holy Days. the main issue to 
be aware of is our need to increase income through fundraising. In addition to the need to increase reserves for a 
congregation of our size, it would be helpful to provide raises for our staff. 

commitment Support Volunteer (cSV) Position discussion and vote(s):
A motion was made “to approve an Agent of the board to serve in the role of commitment Support Volunteer 
(cSV).A preliminary job description and discussions about this position occurred at the May board meeting, and 
the July email meeting (please see board report in August newsletter) the impetus for creating this position was 
reviewed with the intent that the member who fills this position would make follow-up phone calls or contact 
with those members who have not sent in their commitment information. 

the nature of the contact between the cSV and members would be relational, providing members with greater 
understanding of and a greater sense of connectedness to the community. the intent is to find a member to fill this 
role who could be sensitive to balancing both the needs of the individual with needs of the community. Various 
points were raised regarding the privacy of members' financial information and relational (vs. transactional) 
member-to-member behavior. Other questions and concerns included the role and duties of the office manager, the 
parameters and boundaries of the new position, procedural changes, and potential for distorted communication.
In the interests of creating a sensible trial period, a friendly amendment was added to approve the position for 
a trial period of one year. Halle called for the vote: 6 in favor, 3 opposed, 2 abstentions. the motion did not 
pass.  Halle expressed appreciation for the depth of discourse and the value of having a board that keeps member 
concerns and relationships top of mind when decision-making.

High Holy days update:
Details regarding last-minute concerns and questions about the High Holy Day services and activities were 
reviewed. Halle asked that each board member make High Holy Day phone calls to assigned members of the 
community, withing them a sweet and healthy New Year from the board of trustees. 

 board report karal stern, secretary

continued on page 12

http://kolhalev.net/newsletter
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communities: Are we up to the biblical, talmudic and post-
talmudical standards?

As I started looking at the various texts, I was struck by the 
fact that they covered practically all aspects of community 
living. the torah and the talmud, as well as the later writings 
and teachings of the Sages, address topics as mundane as 
gossip and as exalted as the importance of respecting human 
dignity. I was in awe of the caring, the compassion, the 
humanity that they revealed. All areas of life were covered 
thoughtfully and with deep concern, from education to the 
right to privacy; from assuming responsibility for the poor, 
the orphan and the widow to welcoming the stranger; from 
sharing one’s wealth to protecting the dignity of each human 
being; from tikkun olam (repair of the world) to gemilut hesed 
(loving-kindness). 

It would require several pages to quote every text that we studied, but here are some short, representative 
quotations: 

A talmid hakham (torah scholar) is not allowed to live in a city that does not have . . . a tzedakah fund . 
. . and a teacher of children. (b. talmud, Sanhedrin 17b)

It is obligatory to appoint teachers . . . If there is a city which has no school for children, its inhabitants 
are to be excommunicated . . . (Maimonides’ Mishnei torah)

Life and death lie in the power of the tongue. (Prob. 18:21)

The earth is the Lord’s . . . (Psalms 24:1)

When you have eaten your fill and have built fine houses to live in . . . beware lest your heart grow 
haughty . . . Remember that it is the Lord your God who gives you power to get wealth. (Deut. 8:12-18)

You shall set aside every year a tenth part of all the yield of your sowing that is brought from the field. 
(Deut. 14:22)

And you must love your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your me’od 
(muchness, abundance). (V’ahavta)

The amount one should give to tzedakah: If one can afford it, enough to answer all the needs of the 
poor people. But if one cannot afford that much, then one should give up to a fifth of one’s possessions 
– which is doing the Mitzvah in an exceptional fashion – one tenth is an average percentage, and less is 
considered miserly. (Shulchan Aruch, Yoreh De’ah 249:1)

While preparing for the elul study session I learned that the word tzedakah, often translated as charity comes 
from the Hebrew root tzedek, meaning justice. Tzedakah is an expression of justice rather than mercy. Tzedek, 
tzadik and tzedakah come from the same root and are deeply connected.

continued from page 1

continued on page 11

Mayer Kirschenbaum, Mother Giving Birth to My 
Brother Vayde, Acrylic on canvas, 1994
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the October book group meeting will be thursday, October 22, at the home of Anne Adamson. We will 
discuss Arguing with the Storm: Stories by Yiddish Women Writers edited by rhea tregebov. (128 pages, 
a Kindle version exists). 

A review from Amazon: From the shtetl to the New World, from failed revolutions 
in tsarist russia to the Holocaust, these Yiddish tales illuminate a lost world from 
a woman’s distinctive perspective. For decades, stories by Yiddish women writers 
were available only to those who spoke the “mother tongue” of eastern european 
Jews. this translation brings some of the “lost” women writers of the golden age of 
Yiddish to english-speaking readers.

their stories range from the wryly humorous—a girl seeking a wet nurse for her 
cousin brings him to a shiksa, with dire consequences—to the bittersweet, as a once-
idealistic revolutionary now sees her hopes for humanity as “fantasy.” the title is 
from a poem that describes a widow arguing with a storm that threatens her harvest. 

It is a metaphor for the Holocaust, whose dark cloud was rising. Arguing with the Storm is a joy to read 
and a tribute to all those women, who, in arguing with the storm, fought to protect their families and way 
of life.

the book for November is The Lady in Gold: The Extraordinary Tale of Gustav Klimt’s Masterpiece, 
Portrait of Adele Block-Bauer by Anne-Marie O’connor.

All KHL members are welcome to attend the book group. For more information about the group, 
including a calendar of the book selections for this year, look at our web page (kolhalev.net/book_group) 
and contact Kevin (KJW@oberlin.net) to be added to the group’s e-mail list.

  hug hasefer: book discussion group

I also learned that by the Middle Ages community responsibility encompassed every aspect of 
community life: there were societies dedicated to visiting the sick, burying the dead, furnishing dowries 
to poor girls, providing clothing, ransoming captives, supplying maternity needs, and providing special 
foods and ritual objects for holidays. A host of other societies were formed to cover every possible area 
of need. In addition there were Jewish public inns for travelers, homes for the aged, orphanages, and 
free medical care.

Into 20th century America, “Jewish responsibility to care for members of the community prompted 
many innovations in social welfare in the United States," according to scholar Deborah Dash Moore. 
"Unions, landsmanshaften [societies formed by Jewish immigrants from the same villages, towns, 
and cities in central and eastern europe], fraternal societies and philanthropic organizations all 
provided forms of social insurance and health benefits before Social Security, Medicare and workers’ 
compensation.”

At the beginning, we asked if contemporary Jewish communities continue to embody traditional 
teachings. At this time of the year it might be quite appropriate to ponder this question and to reflect 
on what we may do—individually and collectively—to help ensure our Kol HaLev community fully 
embodies those teachings

continued from page 10

http://www.kolhalev.net/book_group
mailto:KJW@oberlin.net
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taught us all to hear the chorus of praise that emerges from every creature and to view ourselves as part of 
that great symphony.

the transition from literal faith in the Genesis story to acceptance of the current tale of origins as told 
by astrophysicists, geologists, and evolutionary biologists, has been a wrenching one. too many of the 
forces of our religious traditions were devoted to a hapless fight against the emerging scientific consensus. 
Instead, they should have been concentrated on preserving what is most important: our ability to view the 
world with a sense of awe and wonder, an understanding that the miraculous is present within the everyday, 
that the natural world is the supernatural, if we learn how to truly open our eyes to it.

that is the faith we must work together to preserve, the language we must learn to speak again. the 
evolution of species is the greatest sacred drama of all, if we learn how to open our hearts to it. We must 
learn how to use our faith in creation not to fight the scientific paradigm, but to infuse it with the sense of 
the sacred that is our true shared mission. that will offer us a vision of sufficient depth with which to turn 
to humanity and cry out: “Help us to preserve God’s world!”

Since we Jews believe in embodying great truth in concrete deeds of religious praxis, I have recently 
issued a call to faithful Jews around the world to renew our ancient practice of calling out the day of 
creation, from the Genesis narrative, on each day of the week. this daily practice is there to remind us that 
we live in a created world, that such resources as air, soil, and water are all gifts of God, that forests and 
grasslands, birds and fishes, are all divine handiwork. “God saw all that He had made, and behold it was 
and still is very good (Gen. 1:31).”

Welcome, Your holiness. We are deeply in debt to your wisdom and leadership on this matter. Let us set 
aside theological divides and painful histories to work together on this most vital of all issues.

Rabbi Arthur Green is rector of Hebrew College Rabbinical School and author of Judaism’s 10 best Ideas: A 
brief Guide for Seekers. This column originally appeared in Wexner Fellows newsletter and was reprinted in 
the Jewish Journal (http://www.jewishjournal.com/opinion/article/happy_new_year_pope_francis).

RabbiNiC CoRNeR, continued from page 3

boaRD RepoRT,  continued from page 9

Administrative updates:

• Greg Selker and David conn will be co-chairing the Finance committee. 
• the Mock trial committee is meeting October 7 for a planning meeting. the trial will be held on a 

Sunday evening on a date (tbD) this spring. 
• the annual board retreat will be discussed at next board meeting – plans to have a fall retreat.
• Office lease renewal occurs this year
• rabbi Steve’s contract will be up for renewal – a review committee will need to be formed.

the next board meeting is scheduled for Monday October 12 at 7:30 at the home of bruce and catherine 
Fallick. All Kol HaLev members are welcome to attend.

respectfully submitted, 
Karal Stern, Secretary 

http://www.jewishjournal.com/opinion/article/happy_new_year_pope_francis
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CoNTRibuTioNs

Kol Halev gratefully acknowledges the following contributions.

To The geNeRal FuND

• Anonymous for the High Holy Days
• Steve Segar & Andy getz for the High Holy Days
• bruce & catherine fallick for the High Holy Days
• louis & Julie Handler in appreciation for help & support during Louis' Illness
• brian & Jean miller for the High Holy Days
• elana Averbach & les Hunter for the High Holy Days
• Halle & benjamin barnett in honor & memory of Kol HaLev's Loving Mirrors

in memory of

• deena & dick epstein for the High Holy Days, in memory of Janet Mirov
• deena & dick epstein for the High Holy Days, in memory of roslyn & Paul epstein
• Ruth ness for the High Holy Days, in memory of Arthur J. Ness
• nancy dudwick for the High Holy Days, in memory of Steve Kanner
• Arthur lieberman for the High Holy Days, in memory of Steven Kanner
• margy Weinberg for the High Holy Days, in memory of Jean Salet & Herman Gordon
• Robin Holzman for the High Holy Days, in memory of her father, bob Holzman
• barry & barbara epstein for the High Holy Days, in memory of edward Katz, Gwen Katz, Maurice epstein, 

Dorothy epstein
• Happy Wallach for the High Holy Days, in memory of Maureen Hack
• Arthur & Sue biagianti for the High Holy Days, in memory of Alfred & Mildred rosenberg
• martha & david Schubert for the High Holy Days n memory of Grandparents berger & Winger
• ellen m. collin for the High Holy Days, in memory of Paul brick & Shirley brick
• Karal Stern for the High Holy Days, in memory of Helen, bernard & James Stern
• miram geronimus & itsik Kittila for the High Holy Days, in memory of Miriam esther Moldveen
• Renee Siegel for the High Holy Days, in memory of Martin Siegel
• Phyllis marks maris for the High Holy Days, in memory of Drs. eli & Lily brunschwig Marks
• mimi Plevin-foust & bill foust for the High Holy Days, in memory of Steven Kanner
• Pauline Raymond for the High Holy Days, in memory of rita raymond
• nina glueckselig for the High Holy Days, in memory of Leo & Ita Glueckselig
• Richard litwin & Kirby date for the High Holy Days, in memory of Harry Litwin, evelyn rosen; John Date, Arthur 

cowles
• Jeffrey & claudia Weissman for the High Holy Days, in memory of Norman Weissman
• Arthur & Sue biagianti for the High Holy Days, in memory of Sue's Mother Mildred rosenberg
• Abraham chasin for the High Holy Days, in memory of Muriel chasin
•	 gil & marcia goldberg in memory of rose & Max Goldberg & Mary Jo & Peter Wachtler
• leah & Robert gilbert in memory of Steven Kanner
• Kevin & Susan Weidenbaum in memory of Steven Kanner
• Saul & Kyle lisa Watzman in memory of Steven Kanner
• Alan & Phyllis Wolk in memory of Steven Kanner
• barbara thiel in memory of Steven Kanner
• mary lou Kieta in memory of Steven Kanner
• Happy Wallach in memory of Steven Kanner
• Allen binstock in memory of Steven Kanner
• Joan mcKinstry in memory of Steven Kanner
• Judith Harris & Alan lipson in memory of Steven Kanner
• burt & maurine Kaplansky in memory of Steven Kanner

continued on page 14
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• Sharon Agopian in memory of Steven Kanner
• Sharon Agopian in memory of chuck rosenberg
• Karal Stern in memory of Steven Kanner
• mickey Katz in memory of Steven Kanner
• Annabelle Weiss in memory of Steven Kanner
• eda Weiss in memory of Steven Kanner 
• eda Weiss in memory of chuck rosenberg
• margaret fear in memory of Steven Kanner
• martha Kransdorf in memory of Steven Kanner
• Susan & barry Reis in memory of Steven Kanner
• lila Hanft & dave Roberts in memory of Steven Kanner
• dick & deena epstein in memory of Steven Kanner
• Jeffrey & deborah Schein in memory of Steven Kanner
• Richard & Jayne Jones in memory of Steven Kanner
• Allan & Sandy Rosenfield in memory of Steven Kanner
• Joshua chefitz & tyler Katz in memory of Steven Kanner

in commemoration of 

• gloria Plevin for the High Holy Days, in commemoration of the yahrzeit of Leon Plevin
• nancy Rubel & dan Klein in commemoration of the yahrzeit of Nancy's mother, ruth b. rubel
• Selma & Ralph gwatkin in commemoration of the yahrzeit of Lillian Schatz
• Karal Stern in commemoration of the yahrzeit of her father, bernard Stern

in honor of

• dick & deena epstein for the High Holy Days, in honor of the birth of Judy Harris & Alan Lipson’s 
grandchild

• Jeffrey & deborah Schein for the High Holy Days, in honor of Alan Lipson & Judy Harris’s new 
grandchild

• Jeffrey & deborah Schein for the High Holy Days, in honor of Julio & Aurelia Pelsmajer's new grandchild

To The FloweR FuND 

• Anna & Sam Kelman for the High Holy Days
• michael Raddock & christine Antenuci for the High Holy Days, in honor of Deborah raddock

To The Rabbi's DisCReTioNaRy FuND

• Arthur lieberman for the High Holy Days
• Aurelia & Julio Pelsmajer for the High Holy Days 
• nancy frazier for the High Holy Days, in memory of robert Singer
• Anita cohn for the High Holy Days, in honor of Jennifer Finkel, Larry Olsen, Marilyn Litvene, Karly 

Whittaker, & Larry Solomon
• ester & Jay leutenberg in honor of Kyle & tyler brodsky's b'nai Mitzvah
• Amy & dylan Hogg for the High Holy Days
• martha & david Schubert 

To The heseD FuND

• david Shutkin & connie friedman for the High Holy Days, in memory of Arthur Friedman

CoNTRibuTioNs,  continued from page 13
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 CaleNDaR
Sat., Oct. 3 9:15-10:15 a.m. Philosophical Inquiry with the Parsha in the Ratner Art Room. For 5-7 grade Hagiga 

students; Light breakfast will be provided, please be prompt.
9:30-10:30 a.m. Torah Study in the Ratner Library. Chol HaMo'ed Sukkot; Torah Study Leader: Kevin 

Weidenbaum.
10:30-12:30 p.m. Hagiga --First class!
10:30-12:30 p.m. Shabbat Sukkot Service in the Ratner Chapel. Service Leader: Rabbi Steve. 
10:45-11:15 a.m. Tot-Parent Shabbat in Ratner rooms 113/114. For families with children in preschool 

and under.
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Sukkot Intergenerational Celebration and Potluck at Ratner. 
Sukkot Intergenerational (lunch) Potluck following services.  Join the community as we 
celebrate the festival of Sukkot, break bread and sing in our sukkah. There will be a 
special community project to highlight our theme of Embracing the Mosaic. 
Please bring a pot luck dish to share with the community.  The dishes should be 
vegetarian/dairy or parve and SHOULD NOT CONTAIN NUTS. Please bring enough for 8-
10 people. 
A-H – salads/side dishes; I-P – dessert or drink; Q-Z – main dish
In keeping with our goal of becoming a more sustainable community, we encourage 
members to bring their own reusable plates, cups, utensils and napkins to our potluck. 
Kiddush Hosts: Linda Gross, and Charles Rosenblatt and Deborah Gross..

7:30 p.m.
No'ar Hadash Dessert Potluck. Contact Emily Gross-Rosenblatt for more information.

Sun., Oct. 4 9:30-12:00 p.m. Nesiyah at Ratner.
6:30-8:45 p.m.

Erev Simchat Torah Service at Ratner. Service Leader: Rabbi Steve; Service starts at 6:30 
p.m.; dancing and unrolling of the scroll will begin around 6:55 and a dessert/appetizer 
potluck will follow starting between 7:30 and 7:45. Potluck Host: Josh Chefitz. 

Mon., Oct. 5 10:30-12:30 p.m. Shemini Atzerot and Yizkor Service in the Ratner Chapel. Service Leader: Rabbi Steve. 
Kiddish host needed.

Sat., Oct. 10 10:30-12:30 p.m. Member Led Shabbat Service at Ratner. Parsha: Bereshit;  Service Leaders: Irwin 
Weinberger and Rachel Williams; Kiddush hosts needed.

3:30-5:00 p.m.
Torah Study  at the home of Selma and Ralph Gwatkin.   This  session  will  deal with the 
Apocrypha. Ralph will lead readings and a discussion of the Book of Tobit.

Sun., Oct. 11 9:30-12:00 p.m. Nesiyah at Ratner.
10:00-12:00 p.m. Welcome Brunch for new and potential members at the home of Leah Kamionkowski. 

Contact welcome@kolhalev.net for more information.
Mon., Oct. 12 7:30-9:00 p.m. Board Meeting at the home of Bruce and Catherine Fallick. All members welcome to 

attend. See weekly update for agenda.
Wed., Oct. 14 7:00-9:00 p.m. GCC Core Team Meeting. Contact Allen Binstock for more information.
Thurs., Oct. 15
Sat., Oct. 17 9:15-10:15 a.m. Philosophical Inquiry with the Parsha in the Ratner Art Room. For 5-7 grade Hagiga 

students; Light breakfast will be provided, please be prompt.
9:30-10:30 a.m. Torah Study in the Ratner Library. Parsha: Noach;  Leader: Rabbi Steve.
10:30-12:30 p.m. Hagiga
10:30-12:30 p.m. Shabbat Service in the Ratner Chapel. Parsha: Noach; Service Leader: Rabbi Steve. 

Kiddush Hosts: Anna and Sam Kelman, and Mark and Adina Davidson.
10:45-11:15 a.m. Tot-Parent Shabbat in Ratner rooms 113/114. For families with children in preschool 

and under.
1:00-2:00 p.m. Mindful Jewish Practice in the Ratner Library. Nancy Rubel will lead these for an hour of 

a combination of sitting practice and brief conversation.
Sun., Oct. 18 TBA

No'ar Hadash Violins of Hope. Contact Emily Gross-Rosenblatt for more information.

Sun., Oct. 18 9:30-12:15 p.m. Nesiyah at Ratner.

Deadline for the November Kol HaLev Happening's Newsletter.
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we try to make this calendar as accurate as possible, but additions, cancellations and changes 
in time or venue Do sometimes occur. To ensure you have the most up-to-date information, 
check the most recent weekly update or the calendar on the Kol halev website.

Thurs., Oct. 22 7:30-9:00 p.m. Book Club Meeting at the home of Anne Adamson. We will discuss Arguing with the 
Storm: Stories by Yiddish Women Writers . Contact Kevin Weidenbaum or visit 
http://www.kolhalev.net/book_group for more information.

Fri., Oct. 23 6:00-9:00 p.m.
Kabbalat Shabbat and Potluck Dinner at Ratner. Service Leaders: Rabbi Steve and 
member musicians. Kiddush host needed.
Please bring a dish to share for 8-10 people. The dishes should be vegetarian/dairy or 
pareve and SHOULD NOT CONTAIN NUTS. Please bring enough for 8-10.   In keeping with 
our goal of becoming a more sustainable community, we encourage members to bring 
their own reuseable plates, cups, utensils and napkins to our potluck.
A-H - Main Dish; I-P - Appetizer or Salad; Q-Z – Dessert or Drink

Sat., Oct. 24 10:30-12:30 Musical Shabbat Service at Ratner. Parsha: Lech-Lecha;  Service Leader: Rabbi Steve; 
Kiddush Hosts: Ron Kohn and Mike Armin.

Sun., Oct. 25 9:30-12:15 p.m. Nesiyah at Ratner.
Sat., Oct. 31 10:30-12:30 p.m. Experiential Shabbat Service in the Ratner Chapel. Parsha: Vayera; Service Leader: 

Rabbi Steve; Kiddush Hosts: Sandy and Allan Rosenfield.

http://kolhalev.net/calendar
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Kol halev, Cleveland’s Reconstructionist 
Jewish Congregation, is an egalitarian, 

participatory spiritual community.
visit our website at http://www.kolhalev.net

The Newsletter of Cleveland’s Reconstructionist Jewish Community

2245 warrensville Center Rd., #215
university heights, oh 44118
216-320-1498

abouT This NewsleTTeR
Kol HaLev Happenings is the newsletter of Kol HaLev, cleveland’s reconstructionist Jewish 
community.  this digital newsletter can be read onscreen in Adobe reader or printed out on paper. 
Please email newsletter@kolhalev.net with comments, complaints, corrections, suggestions, or notices 
for upcoming issues. Back issues of Kol HaLev Happenings can be downloaded from the Kol HaLev 
website.


